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PATTENT SUFFERING AND THE ANOINTING
OF THE SICK
M. Therese Lysaught
A physician, reflecting on the early days of his
medical training, recounts a relationship with a patient
rullering from a rare form of bone cancer. He recalls the
following:
In the hospital, it was the habit [of this patient] to roam the
hzlls llp at night after his wife and small children had gone to
rheir lodging. I never asked him whe*ter it was pain that kept him
noving or perhaps loneliness and a simple desire for
conversation. One night, having completed my work for the day,
feling too tired to read on my own, and facing no other prospect
bur to give in to sleep, I felt like talking.
On that night, and on other nights following, we discussed
nothing in particular. Our conversation might turn to his
espirations at work...or to my thoughts about medicine. For a time
he would talk about his plans for the future as ttrough they were
rdll foremost in his mind, but before long he would lapse into the
past. tense and grow sullen. I ttrink that a part of him was looking
6r encouragement, but what little I knew of his condition made
medical reassurance nearly impossible. I hid from his pain by
focusing on the bright side of things. It was a kind of dishonesty,
rhough at that early point in my medical training I did not
recognize it as such. What we had was better than silence, but we
never really talked.
One night, after I had been away for several days, I met him
again in the semidark hallway near the nurses' station. He was
asking a nurse to bring something to his room...For some reason,
rhe proceeded to introduce the two of us 
- 
a rare event by
hospital standards. Equally strange, neither he nor I spoke up to
say *rat we aleady knew one another. I put out my hand to shake
his, and he started to do the same; then it hit me: his arm was
missing, It had been amputated as part of his ueatmenl I should
have anticipated the amputation...but it came as a surprise to me.
In the instant before my hand wittrdrew and I looked down, at a
loss for what to say or do, I caught in his eyes a look of sorrow,
perhaps even shame. I begged his pardon, but we did not speak
further...We never met again. (Gunderman 1416)
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A week or so later, the patient dies, and the rapidity
of the deterioration and the injustice of the illness creates a
crisis for the physician. He feels that he has failed this
patient, though not medically as this rvas not his patient.
He senses that he has failed morally, although according to
the principles and canons of biomedical ethics, he has
done nothing 'wrong.' The physician is disturbed that
nothing in his medical training or in his medical ethics
prepared him, guided him, instructed him in how to attend
to this man's pain and suffering.
Ao it aia with this physician, suffering confronts us,
compels us, and condemns us. It confronts us with shock
that can upheave our unified, positive, progressive vision of
our world, our lives, and our selves. It compels us to act-
to alleviate it or to flee from it-in order to restore our
sense of unity shattered by its eruption into our presenL It
condemns us-our fictions of unity, peace and
invulnerabiliry our factual selfcenteredness and complicity
in its creation and sustenance, our paralysis in its face and
our evasion of responsibility.
Suffering similarly confronts theological theory,
accusing it of being ephemeral and inadequate, assuming
the role of a problematic, a contradiction, a paradox. It
compels us to speak words that comfort and justify. It
condemns all theorizing that posits a metastructure more
important than the real and everyday or that posits a C,od
who could cause or allow suffering, convicting it of
complicity and generativity of conditions, of privileging an
air-tight image of God that we have created over the chaos
of those who suffer.
Suffering similarly convicts biomedical ethical theory.
In confronting biomedical ethics, the physical and social
suffering of patients rarely finds itself addressed
adequately. The reality of this suffering condemns a
biomedical ethics that privileges the construction of clean
and clear formulaic principles aimed primarily at
facilitating the decision-making of medical practitioners
and that allies itself with a theoretical structure which
cannot account for the suffering of patients 
- 
a suffering
which is t!r.e raison d'etre for medicine and the locus for
much of the moral significance of medicine. As for this
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body will have access to health care? But this same human
body does not count as a legitimate epistemological or
even anthropological moral resource. Moral subjectivity is
equated with rational mind, and 'knowledge' is available
only of those things predicated as accessible to all minds;
human embodiment, the locus of human illness and
suffering and the site of the practice of medicine, are
overlooked.a
Tlm, Surrr.nnscs or PATTENTS
The patient's suffering and pain convict the
physician of moral failing.c If biomedical ethics were to
attend to the embodied sufferings of patients, what might
they discover?
If nothing else, they would discover that the
sufferings of the sick differ widely. This fact alone renders
suffering inaccessible to biomedical ethics (See Smith 261).
Not only are different kinds of sufferings associated with
different kinds of illnesses-emergency traumatic injury vs.
chronic illness vs. terminal illness that moves rapidly vs. a
life-threatening condition that persists for twenty years vs.
illness thathas intense social stigmas-*but each individual
body will be inscribed differently by the intersection of the
cultural discourses of class, race, gender, age, religion,
science and politics with the individual's personal history.
The matrix comprised of these intersections of discourses,
relationships, and histories, provides our ongoing identity,
the code by which each individual deciphers and
negotiates the world. In instances of suffering, this 'code'is
broken.
In spite of this irreducible particularity,
phenomenological and autobiographical accounts of
suffering note three consistent dynamics. In the first
dynamic, experiences of illness or pain often re-situate
patients' ais-a-ais their bodies, re-ordering taken-for-
granted relationships between "self" and "body."
Experiences of illness serve as a reminder that "selves"
depend on the integrity of bodies, that health and lives are
radically contingent. In illness the body often moves from
the background to the forefront of perception, and
patients increasingly identifr their selves with their bodies,
a move which also unfortunately often encourages medical
professionals to do the same. Some describe this aspect of
patients' experiences as 'essentially an ontological assault"
in which the body becomes the enemy, interposing itself
between "us and reality," standing "opposite the self,"
(Pellegrino/Thomasma 207-208) challenging a culturally
instilled sense of the transcendence of self over body.
While this reorientation can be illuminating, more
likely it can be alienating. Pain and illness can first effect
alienation by counteracting "the human being's capacity to
move out beyond the boundaries of his or her own body
into the external, sharable world" (Scarry l3). Restrictive
and dissociative, pain "chains down our thoughts," breaks
connections between "body" and \,vorld." In addition to
impeding motion beyond personal boundaries, pain also
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alters the nature of these boundaries: "It is the intense
pain that destroys a person's self and world, a destruction
experienced spatially as either the contraction of the
universe down to the immediate vicinity of the body or as
the body swelling to fill the entire universe" (Scarry 35).
The body can become one's "world" as pain occupies more
and more of one's consciousness and crowds out awareness
of anything else. Alienation can also be effected by
experiencing the body as the "enemy," the "agent of the
agony."
Secondly, patients often experience a loss or
usurpation of their noice." Voice may literally be "lost'as
a function of pain, or legitimate fuoice" may be denied or
repressed because it does not fit with normative medical or
moral language. As Elaine Scarry notes, one characteristic
of physical pain is that, for the most part, it is
"inexpressible." While I can lell you of my pain, for
example, there is no way for you to truly grasp its reality 
-either thatit is real, or how real, how intense it is; your
doubt of my pain cannot be decisively dispelled (4). This
inexpressibility, this unsharability, can isolate patients from
those close to them and prevent them from effectively
communicating their distress to medical practitioners.
Moreover, Scarry continues, "pain does not simply resist
language, but [can] actively destroy it, bringing about an
immediate reversion to a state anterior to language, to the
sounds and cries a human being makes before language is
learned" (Scarry,4). (An alternative suggestion is that these
sounds actually are the language of pain.) It can achieve
this effect because, physical pain resists objectification.
Undoubtedly, this characteristic of pain underlies
medicine's tendency to identi$ patients with their bodies:
this identification is a first step in trying to "objectify" the
pain, to give it the referent, the object, that it lacks. As
Arthur Frank notes, illness can also result in "the loss of
capacity to express through the body" (Frank 85).
But in many ways, the medical establishment furthers
the patient's experience of loss of voice. As many have
noted, when it comes to medicine, the patient is a "stranger
in a strange land" (Engelhardt 256); medicine is foreign
country filled with unfamiliar languages and customs.
Kleinman, for example, perceptively comments on how
medical facilities seem designed to be navigated only by
those who are familiar with them. Often, patients' lack of
knowledge of the language of medicine can intimidate
them, leaving them speechless. When patients do "find"
their voice, they often speak of the "lived experience" of
their illness in non-scientific and often subjective
"common-sense ways accessible to all lay persons in their
social group" (Kleinman 4). But, all too often, in order to
participate in the medical cure, patients must conform
themselves to the world of medicine rather than vice versa,
learning its language; their accounts of their own illness
are translated into the language of the profession.
Kleinman notes that practitioners "have been taught
to regard witli. suspicion patients' illness narratives and
17
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would have been rare, we can imagine, to find aJew eating
with a Samaritan or a Pharisee with a tax collector.
Furthermore, bodies who were sick, menstruating or dead
were denoted as ritually "unclean" and would have been
categorized as those one ought not touch, let alone eat
with. Thus, food customs and illness customs provided
clear social divisions, with some designations excluding
people entirely.
Within this matrix, Crossan argues, Jesus'proclamation of the advent of the Kingdom of God
contained a radical social challenge. Crossan maintains
that Jesus' practices and message championed a radically
egalitarian "reciprocity of open eating and open healing"
(Crossan 1 195) . Thus we hnd Jesus scandalizing on-lookers
by those he chooses to eat with (tax collectors and sinners,
taking water from a Samaritan woman). Parables tell of the
kinds of people he healed-lepers, the blind, the lame, a
woman "with a flow of blood"-those understood within
the culture to be blemished or unclean. And importantly,
in these parables it is clear thatJesus often healed by touch,
as Crossan notes:
[Jesus] healed the illness by refusing ro accepr the official
quarantine, by refusing to stay separate from the sick person, by
touching him [or her], and thereby confronting others with a
challenge and a choice. By so doing, of course, he was making
extremely subversive claims about who defined the community,
who patrolled its boundaries, who controlled its enries and exis,
who, in other words, was in charge." (1197)
Crossan implies that these two practices-open eating
and open healing-were identifiable marks of what he calls
the Jesus movement." Those who had been healed were
enjoined only to carry the message, and those who carried
the message were charged to carry with them no other
provisions but to trust that message and miracle would
open the homes and hearths of those they healed. These
two practices are embodied in the contemporary Church in
the Eucharist and in the practice of ministry to the sick.
While this is not the place to argue for a stronger liturgical
and ecclesial understanding of the constitutive nature of
the latter practice, I would like to suggest that Christian
liturgies of healing, at least as represented in the Roman
Catholic Rite, are both responsive to the existential
situation of those who suffer and continue to embody the
meaning thatJesus' healing practices suggest.
Ao ."n be seen from the text of its Introduction, the
Rite of Anointing and Pastoral Care of tlu Sick responds to a
number of the dynamics of the sufferings of patients noted
in part two above. First of all, the Rite is fundamentally
liturgical, reconfigured from its earlier privatized forms in
light of the Second Vatican Council call to liturgical
renewal. Properly liturgical actions embody and intend the
Church as a whole, and the Introduction to the Rite
stresses this corporate dimension:
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Like the other sacraments, these too have a communal aspect,
which should be brought out as much as possible when they are
celebrated....The faithful should clearly understand the meaning
of the anointing of the sick so that these sacraments may nourish,
strengthen, and express faith. h is most important for the faittrfi.rl
in general, and above all for ttre sick, ro be aided by parricipating
in it, especially if it is to be carried our communally. (.Rite of
Anointing'191)
The communal context of the action emphasizes that,
overagainst the social and cultural realities of isolation and
marginalization that attend illness, the sick are not alone.
The ecclesial community continues to understand them as
included, and in fact, to be an integral part of the
community: "If one member suffers in the body of Chrisg
which is the Church, all the members suffer with him" (I
Corinthians 12,26). ("Rite of Anoinring" 190) This bond is
reinforced in the ritual actions of touch-the laying on of
hands and the anointing.
fn addition to communal support being integral to
ameliorating the burdens of suffering, in part two Scarry,
Kleinman, Soelle and others further suggested the
importance of \uorking on" or "transforming the suffering
into purposeful activity." The Rite of Anointing of the Sick
as a liturgical act can be understood as 'work' in precisely
this sense. On the one hand this dimension can be seen
etymologically, as the Greek term 'leitourgia' is derived
from the two terms 'leos' (people) and 'ergou' (work).
'Liturgy' is precisely 'work' done by all the people in the
Body of Christ. Equally importantly, in the Rite, it is ,work,
done by the the sick person. The sick person is not
understood as passive and, in fact, is enjoined special
duties and activities which give meaning to their suffering:
The sick in return offer a sign to the community: In the
celebration of the sacrament they give witness to their promises at
baptism to die and be buried with Christ. They tell the
community that in their present suffering they are prepared to fill
up in their flesh what is lacking in Christ's sufferings for ttre
salvation of the world...The sick are assured that their suffering is
not 'useless' but'has meaning and value for their own salvation
and the salvation of the world'....And the sick are belieoed to be
and seen as productive members of the community, contributing
to the welfare of all by associating themselves freely wirh Christ's
passion and death....In the sacrament, the faith of the sick person
gives us, the healthy, a sign-an embodiment--of the words of
Paul to Timothy: 'You can depend on tJris: If we have died with
him, we shall also live with him. If we hold out to the end, we shall
also reign with him' (2 Tm 2:72) . (Stu"$ Text" 20-21)
The sick are challenged not to isolate themselves
from the community, not to withdraw in embarrassment or
fear. They are called to continue acting as a part of the
body of Christ, called to forge ahead in the face of their
difficulties, modelling discipleship and so serving as
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